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Summary
The requirements of the Single Open Digital Market as defined in https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-
market/en/open-internet-net-neutrality – are legally impossible to address based on two key factors we 
will look over here in this brief as well as a possible solution to those problems. Without being 
addressed though the Common Open Digital Market is finished as a fraud based on the theft of the 
US6370629 Patent controlling Software Timestamping and the seven illegally filed and abandoned 
instances of it: Australia AP54015/99, Brazil BR9904979A, Canada CA2287596a, EU EP0997808a3, 
Korea KR20000032593a, Japan JP2000163379a, and South Africa ZA9906799a.

The situation is simple, an EU Open-market is legally 
impossible to facilitate today
In its regulation (the EU’s Open Network Regulation) we see the following: 

EU rules on open internet access apply as of 30 April 2016, following the adoption of 
Regulation () 2015/2120 on 25 November 2015 by the European Parliament and the Council.

This Regulation is a major achievement for the Digital Single Market. It creates the individual 
and enforceable right for end-users in the to access and distribute internet content and services 
of their choice. The Regulation also enshrines the principle of non-discriminatory traffic 
management. Common rules on open internet access ensure that the same provisions apply 
across Europe.

The enforcement of the open internet rules is an important task of National Regulatory 
Authorities (NRAs) which should respect the guidelines adopted by in August 2016. The 
Commission continues to monitor closely the application of the Regulation.

This is an extension of the concept of a Single Market accessible by all for any and all commerce 
purposes the EU is based on. In this case however there are two key issues to address. They are the 
effects of USDC 14-03629/WHA the ruling in the US requiring the software vendors who off-shored 
software illegally under the US6370629 to bring that software under California State Law exclusively, 
and the copy of US6370629 which was first illegally filed by Datum Corp in the EU under the hand of 
British Intel and Law Enforcement – as EP0997808a3, fully prosecuted in the European Patent Office, 
and then abandoned to create an intentional Black-hole, a massive Antitrust Fraud every time 
US6370629 or any of its 274 plus derivatives software products are used, sold, or commerce facilitated 
through in banking and like applications in the EU. See FULL LIST document attached or online at 
https://patentandiprecoveries.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/full-list.pdf 
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BEREC
This also impacted the BEREC operations as well, making their efforts nearly moot as the 
EP0997808a3 fraud impacts Internet Software Standards by IETF.ORG and its publishing house, the 
Internet Society. Both as it happens are Defendants in the USDC 14093629/WHA ruling and as such 
are bound fully to the California Law Provisions in any and all Internet Standards or the Software 
derived from them in the production of Internet Applications, Routing Software and likewise, any 
appliances or server systems as infrastructure, running and facilitating the operations of the internet in 
any form. 

In fact because of the USDC ruling, the entire Internet today is bound under California State Law for 
two key reasons, the first is the use by the Internet Society of US6370629 methods in the publication 
from its Fremont California Publication House, and the second is what happens when those published 
standards in the form of software derived from them containing US6370629 enters the EU where all 
uses of US6370629 are contaminated by the EP0997808a3 patent fraud filing and abandonment 
therein. Ass such BEREC itself cannot mechanically set standards which call for actions and operations
outside this umbrella of both limitation of the USDC 14-03629/WHA ruling and of the impact of the 
fraud, as both constitute conversion of property rights by BEREC and the European Commission as its 
operators. 

The requirements of the USDC 14-03629/WHA ruling
The USDC Matter, 14-03629/WHA was filed after a Previous Matter before Magistrate Judge Nathan 
Cousins produced a situation with Attorney Ross Babbit standing before the Judge saying “My clients 
simply want to know what their rights under the Settlement Agreement Are” - a question the Judge 
refused to answer, demanding rather the dismissal without prejudice of the matter before the Court. 
Please imagine that the US District Court before a magistrate Judge refused to answer a simple 
question – was the US6370629 Settlement enforceable, and if not why? If it was not enforceable simple
rescission would set in instantly meaning the Glassey team would control their patent properly as the 
terms of the Co-Inventor Agreement in a post no-settlement situation put forth. Something that would 
give them proper enforcement control under US Law. I

f the Settlement was enforceable, its section 8 terms would apply to virtually all software in the world 
which by this time all relied on US6370629’s Location based services fully. Those controls were keenly
set by sections 8.7, 8.4/8.3, and the mandatory application of California State Law to all uses Section, 
8.1. 

This meant another matter would have to be filed, one with a better tactic to do one of two things, force
the judicial perfection of the Settlement terms themselves, or its rescission. Either were acceptable to 
Plaintiffs, and so USDC 14-03629/WHA was filed. 
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In USDC 14-03629/WHA, the Plaintiffs argued that the Settlement itself was no good, and had 
provably been obtained for and operated under Economic Extortion. In fact they argued that the 
Defendants, the US Government, and the State of California all worked together to hide the settlement 
itself, and that it was not recovered in an enforceable manner (fully executed copy that was signed in 
1999) until February of 2013. That the US DoJ itself had participated in hiding the Settlement until 
February of 2013, when one of the defendants lawyers, a new counsel brought into address a specific 
set of failings, turned it over after finding out his clients had committed fraud by withholding it for 13+
years. 

The Plaintiffs argued the Contract was not enforceable next, and then that specific clauses including 
section 8 clauses, were ineffective and could not be enforced against parties who were not signatories 
to the agreement. In all instances the USDC ruled the Settlement fully actionable and enforceable 
against any and all parties – by limiting its interpretation to a plain text reading. This happened through
an UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCE Ruling type, which made the settlement fully enforceable per 
section 8 and all parties using US6370629. 

It also separated the seven illegally filed and abandoned instances of US6370629 saying they were 
NOT released by the Settlements terms, by refusing to “take judicial notice of them as part of the 
Settlement itself”. The USDC did this twice (see Dockets 116-120) making the outstanding issues of 
the US6370629 instances filed overseas active Antitrust issues formally, and finally. They are  Australia
AP54015/99, Brazil BR9904979A, Canada CA2287596a, EU EP0997808a3, Korea KR20000032593a,
Japan JP2000163379a, and South Africa ZA9906799a and affect the EU directly as well as many 
nations it has Treaties and Agreements with. 

The hard-coded Choice of Law control in the License – and why 
it exists
It was agreed in the US6370629 settlement that all uses were only licensed for Development Purposes 
and not for production release uses. To that end the author of the Settlement, John Cannon of Stradling 
Yocca told us verbally numerous times that the Agreement had a hard-coded Choice of Law provision 
which was the ‘strangle hold’ clause, which would force Datum to renegotiate it with us several years 
into the future when the patent issued and we could see its actual value. In the interim they were giving 
us $300,000 USD for legal fees and would agree any other Patents filed would be compensated as such.

They did neither of these things and in fact filed all seven of these without compensation or releases 
under the Paris Accord or a proper assignment in the US6370629 settlement which would allow for 
their filing:  Australia AP54015/99, Brazil BR9904979A, Canada CA2287596a, EU EP0997808a3, 
Korea KR20000032593a, Japan JP2000163379a, and South Africa ZA9906799a. Datum then went on 
a rampage by turning over a doctored version of the settlement, and then refusing to properly replace it,
or to admit to any third party as it requires, that it existed. This went on until it was finally turned over 
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to us by one of Datum’s Successors new lawyers, who refused to be a party to their ongoing crime, thus
starting this matter with the EU. 

No GDPR for EP0997808a3 fraud impacted software products
The GDPR statute enforced by the EU Data Protection Board and its charter is legally unenforceable 
because of the seven illegal instances of US6370629 in the EU as well as the requirements in the 
following vendors to only use California State Law in their operations of their products until such time 
they get or obtain full releases to allow those products to be re-licensed under a selectable Choice of 
License.  See the GDPR specific brief for more detail on this, but its clearly true for all products and 
vendors listed in this brief herein. 

Microsoft
In addition to its direct uses of US6370629 itself in its many products, MSFT has the following 
derivatives of US6370629 in publication in the US as well. It, US6370629 is inside things like the 
NTFS service journaling system and many other parts of Windows. It is inside the Cloud and Virtual 
Machine services of Azure, and the like. Its inside the file system headers of Office and the online 
version of it Office365, and as such Microsoft is liable for any and all of its products uses of 
US6370629 to enforce only California State Law per USDC 14-03629/WHA, and further when sold or 
used in the EU, each of these causes an antitrust instance as part of an ongoing criminal endeavor in the
EU which the EC and its management have so far refused to acknowledge or address the property 
conversion per Article 17(1) and 17(2) or the TFEU constraints in unfair competition and theft of 
intellectual properties. 

• These then are some of Microsoft's published US6370629 derivatives fully controlled by the 
USDC 14-03629/WHA ruling: US7511682, US7558884, US7577771, US7660914, 
US8188936, US20050243019, US20050243020, US20050262302, US20110314555, 
US9076128 

Azure and Office365

Both Azure (cloud Virtual Machine Services) and Office365 rely on US6370629 and its derivatives (as 
listed above) for timestamping and access control/policy engine control in all instances, and as such 
these products, and all of the data produced in the EU through their use is controlled by the State Of 
California Laws mandated in the USDC 14-03629/WHA matter. Additionally they are likewise 
impacted in the EU by the EP0997808a3 fraud which constrains the EU to properly settle the use value 
requirements under Article 17(1) and Article 17 (2) as well as TFEU sections pertaining to unlawful 
competition in the EU commerce framework. 
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Windows, its Active Directory, NTFS,  etc

Microsoft Windows and its File-system the NTFS as well as its Active Directory services infrastructure
rely on US6370629 and its derivatives (as listed above) for timestamping and access control/policy 
engine control in all instances, and as such these products, and all of the data produced in the EU 
through their use is controlled by the State Of California Laws mandated in the USDC 14-03629/WHA 
matter. Additionally they are likewise impacted in the EU by the EP0997808a3 fraud which constrains 
the EU to properly settle the use value requirements under Article 17(1) and Article 17 (2) as well as 
TFEU sections pertaining to unlawful competition in the EU commerce framework. 

Apple
In addition to its direct uses of US6370629 itself in its many products, Apple has 36 or more 
derivatives of US6370629 in publication and all of them are tied to the USDC 14-03629/WHA 
licensing requirements without exception. 

• They are US7710290, US8031050, US8060389, US8073565, US8108144, US8127246, 
US8175802, US8180379, US8204684, US8275352, US8290513, US8311526, US8332402, 
US8355862, US8359643, US8369867, US8385946, US8452529, US8463238, US8489669, 
US8538685, US8548735, US8644843, US8660530, US8670748, US8694026, US8738039, 
US8762056, US8774825, US8924144, US8930233, US8963686, US8977294, US8984059, 
US9066199, US9100793, US9109904,US9131342, US9237514, US9250092, US9310206, 
US9317867, US9414198, US2009000500.

As such you can see Apple has tremendous software assets in play today controlled as US6370629 
derivatives, each causing an antitrust matter in the EU, and this is why after the USDC 14-03629/WHA
ruling, when Ms. Vestager demanded they pay her EU Tax demand, they ran to Jersey island and the 
UK started pushing the BREXIT scenario to get out from under EP0997808a3 and the fraud they 
caused with its staggering amount of damage to the EU itself. 

The iPhone

The Apple iPhone iOS Operating System for Cellular and Mobile Computing Solutions are all tied to 
the uses of US6370629, and as such all Google Services are offer-able ONLY UNDER THE LAWS OF
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA NO MATTER WHAT NATION OR LOCATION THEY 
ELECTRONICALLY APPEAR IN. This is key because it brings California State Health and Privacy 
Control Laws onto all Apple Cellular Devices operating in the EU or which are sold through and 
provided through EU operations. 

No GDPR for iOS

Only the California State Privacy Protection Act (CPPA) and NOT the GDPR is enforceable against 
these devices in any form or fashion, no matter which Nation of the EU or EEU they are sold through 
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or in. Allowing any other action by the EU constitutes a conversion action by the EU and is forbidden 
under TFEU sections on Commerce, as well as Property laws in the EU itself. 

The iStore

Likewise the Apple iStore and its legal framework both for iOS Apps and Add-ons and the “sale” of 
them is fully constrained by the laws Of the State of California and no other location. Apple is fully 
bound by the effect of the USDC 14-03629/WHA ruling in this and may not change this for any 
reasons until it obtains a specific release from those terms as defined in the Unintended Consequences 
of Judge Alsup's ruling therein. 

AppleTV

The AppleTV service in the EU is directly tied to the EP0997808a3 fraud as well, through its metering 
and payment processing mechanisms. The same is true for Open Internet Best-Path Routing which they
use as well in the EU for delivering said video content as seamlessly as possible. All of these 
technologies are reliant on the US6370629 settlement and its requirements under the Apple Derivatives 
of US6370629, meaning the sale of said same is an antitrust matter because of EP0997808a3 in the EU.

AppleCard

The AppleCard is a new infringement by Apple, in the issuing of a PCIDSS compliant card. It is the 
DSS standard (sections 8.2.1, 10.3 and others of version 3 of the PCISSC standard for debit and 
payment card processing called the PCIDSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard) which all
banks in the EU use today. As such any and all payment processing is controlled under California 
Financial Services and Tax law in all forms in the EU until such time as the EU itself obtains a release 
from that. Further, this is impacted by the cover-up of the EP0997808a3 patent fraud and its impact on 
banking in the EU as well. 

Google
The Google Online Search and Advertising Management Services including GoogleTags and the like 
components of the Google Web Administration framework are all tied to the uses of US6370629, and 
as such all Google Services are only capable of being offered UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE 
OF CALIFORNIA NO MATTER WHAT NATION OR LOCATION THEY ELECTRONICALLY 
APPEAR IN. 

Android

The Google Android Operating System for Cellular and Mobile Computing Solutions are all tied to the 
uses of US6370629, and as such all Android uses like Google Services are ONLY CAPABLE OF 
BEING OFFERED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA NO MATTER WHAT 
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NATION OR LOCATION THEY ELECTRONICALLY APPEAR IN. This impacts the sale and 
operations of every Android Phone on earth today. 

This is key because it brings for all Android cellular or mobile products, including any Appliance 
devices using Android today, the requirement to enforce their licensing and use only under California 
State Health and Privacy Control Laws. As such all Android Cellular Devices operating in the EU or 
which are sold through and provided through EU operations are likewise controlled under the USDC 
14-03629/WHA rulings effects.  

No GDPR for Android

This also means that only the California State Privacy Protection Act (CPPA) and NOT the GDPR is 
enforceable against these devices in any form or fashion, no matter which Nation of the EU or EEU 
they are sold through or in. Allowing any other action by the EU constitutes a conversion action by the 
EU and is forbidden under TFEU sections on Commerce, as well as Property laws in the EU itself. 

The Playstore

Likewise as with Apple, Google’s aftermarket Service (the PlayStore) and its legal framework both for 
Android Apps and Add-Ons and the “sale” of them is fully constrained by the laws Of the State of 
California and no other location.  Google is fully bound by the effect of the USDC 14-03629/WHA 
ruling in this and may not change this for any reasons until it obtains a specific release from those 
terms as defined in the Unintended Consequences of Judge Alsup's ruling therein. 

HP, IBM, and Symantec Cloud
HP, IBM,  and Symantec both use US6370629 in their cloud and other Operating System options today.
Additionally its used in IBM Banking as well. Both entities also have derivatives of US6370629 filed 
and in publication making the products tied to those as well liable for application of California State 
Law only. IBM and Symantec are also very successfully expanding their Cloud offerings as is HP. 
These then are fully controlled by the list of derivatives below. See the following listings: 

• Hp derivatives controlled under the USDC 14-03629/WHA ruling: US7477903, US7522925 *, 
US8086695, US8135798, US20110185408, USRE43070

• IBM derivatives controlled under the USDC 14-03629/WHA ruling: US20060031830, 
US6898628, US7000116, US7178031, US7752135, US20020138632, US20030135463, 
US20050015621, US20050060384, US20060015501

• Symantec Corporation derivatives controlled under the USDC 14-03629/WHA ruling: 
US7640590, US7739494, US8312064, US8332947, US9038158.

As you can see these impact many of the custom wares these provides sell in the EU, including Cloud 
and Banking computing services. In each instance they are fully controlled by California State Law and
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by the EP0997808a3 fraud until such time as a subsidiary release is issued to each of these vendors or 
the EU steps in and obtains by payment, a release for any and all uses therein. 

Sony
Sony like many others uses the US6370629 in its version of the gaming infrastructure and other devices
including its payment processing services for online gaming infrastructure. Likewise Sony Laptops 
delivered with Microsoft or Linux Operating Systems are tied to those vendors uses of EP0996808a3 
fraud and USDC 14-03629/WHA controlled softwares in those products as well, as all other vendors 
using them are. 

Sony also has derivatives of US6370629 filed and in publication which are active and controlled by the
USDC 14-03629/WHA ruling and which are impacted in the EU when used by the EP0997808a3 
patent fraud. 

• They are: US7765163, US7843464, US8049766, US8184124, US8219495, US8286256, 
US8345062, US8838502, US20020188574, US20090113529

Cisco, Juniper Networks
Cisco itself is a massive Networking Appliance Vendor selling infrastructure solutions and now moving
into Cloud Computing for Virtual Machine Support services. Like Cisco, Juniper Networks builds both 
Infrastructure and surveillance service equipment for various governments, and in both instances their 
products are covered by the USDC 14-03629/WHA ruling and the EP0997808a3 fraud service 
requirements in the EU. In both instances the products are bound to the use of California State Law 
making them legally useless for localized surveillance, and of course by the EP0997808a3 patent fraud 
as well making their use an Antitrust Violation under EU, UK, US, and international law. 

eBay, Paypal etc
Ebay and Paypal both rely on US6370629 in their Auction Practice and in Payment processing. See 
PCIDSS processes below for more detail on this. As such both of their operations as well as any other 
Retail POS Processing houses in the EU providing online commerce, are tied to these and the 
EP0997808a3 patent fraud as well. In all instances until such time the EU obtains a release from this an
antitrust damage occurs as an ongoing criminal endeavor to convert property in violation of Article 17 
(1) and Article 17(2) as listed many other places in this brief. 

The Payment Card Industry and its PCIDSS based Banking
As noted in the AppleCard Section, the Payment Card Industry Security Steering Council runs a data 
standard called the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard which is today the Globally used 
Data Standard for all charge and debit cards in every bank on earth. It relies heavily on US6370629 and
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as such is both tied to the USDC 14-03629/WHA court ruling requiring California State Law 
exclusively be applied to its use and the data processed through its transactions, as well as the 
EP0997808a3 patent fraud in the EU. Both impacting all banking in the EU. 

SWIFT

In addition protocols like SWIFT itself rely on the US6370629 patent making their operations from 
Brussels tied to the EP0997808a3 patent fraud as well, and bring all banking under that same umbrella 
of fraud, at least banking in the EU. 

The US6370629 Frauds
Historically - In the EU, the British and US Governments conspired to file and abandon the 
US6370629 patent under the EP0997808a3 filing. This created a situation where any instance of 
US6370629 which is used in the EU itself causes an Antitrust matter to exist and one which is part of 
an ongoing criminal endeavor Her Majesties Government (HMG) and the US Intel Community have 
benefited from, by its use as a threat to force parties to join their Surveillance Co-op. The threat was 
Join the Five-Eyes or we will allow Glassey to recover EP0997808a3 and he will run commerce in 
your nation. Since there is direct testimony from ex-Intel Operatives about this, arguing whether this 
actually happened is moot. It did, as did the theft of the US6393126 IP from Glassey by Datum and 
their filing a patent against it after saying in writing they were not interested in his eCommerce related 
IP. 

This letter causes Dr. David Robinson for instance to be fired. Dr. Robinson is listed as an inventor on 
US6393126 but in fact he and Eric Van Der Kaay got the IP from Glassey as part of a NDA protected 
Request for Quote (RFQ) i.e. the pricing to build specific parts of Glassey’s Trusted Timing 
Infrastructure (TTI) which is defined in the following settlement as well. 

No license was ever given to Datum to file US6393126, and if it was not actively used by NSA and 
GCHQ in their StoneGhost PRISM Surveillance System for Internet activity, it would not exist in this 
form today. 

• Robinson's declaration: https://patentandiprecoveries.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/complaint-
contract-fraud-robinson-datum-has-no-interest-in-phase-ii-technologies-1.pdf 

• The Trusted Timing Infrastructure component Settlement from the Glassey RFQ: 
https://patentandiprecoveries.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/contracts-sym00012-sym00028.pdf 

The scope and impact of the seven frauds and the nations they control speak for themselves. 
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EP0997808a3 – The EU’s own US6370629
Every key piece of software from the vendors listed above and the EU Linux Vendors uses US637062 
in the Operating Environment and many other areas. They do not function without it, and as such it is a 
Sin Quo Non level component in the operations of the EU Computers. They – in turn simply do not 
work without EP0997808A3 fraud impacted methods in them today. As such the EU must address the 
property seizure issues under Title 17(1) and 17(2) articles prior to any actions where global EU use is 
made of the IP. This is not negotiable at this point the uses of the IP must either be paid for at fair 
market value today, or all uses halted. 

The other Six Frauds and the various Trade Agreements between
the EU, Canada, Japan, Brazil and UK Nations (like Australia and 
South Africa). 
The SIX OTHER PATENTS -  Australia AP54015/99, Brazil BR9904979A, Canada CA2287596a, EU 
EP0997808a3, Korea KR20000032593a, Japan JP2000163379a, and South Africa ZA9906799a create 
an impossibility situation in operating trade agreements and in bring those nations into the Common 
Market in any form, as there is really no way to commit eCommerce, electronic banking, or shipping 
processing, all of which rely on computers exclusively controlled with California State Law. 

Hence, the recent trade agreements with Japan and Canada are moot, the one with Brazil is also moot 
because in addition to EP0997808A3, another instance of the US6370629 patent fraud exists in those 
Nations as well as documented in the numbers supplied in this brief. They can all be pulled from the 
European Patent Agency itself as part of the US6370629 patent family history, or a copy of the report 
can be downloaded from this link. https://patentandiprecoveries.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/evidence-
espacenet-inpadoc-patent-family.pdf 

 

Counterfeiting and Money Laundering from the sale of US6370629 IP 
outside the licensing umbrella and its resale into Fraud-impacted nations

The sale of Software Products and Online Services outside their allowed licensing is counterfeiting. 
There is no process for arguing this in any form. When a Government allows Counterfeiting and hides 
its actions economically, it becomes party to those actions as the EU has to date. 

The sale and commingling of moneys obtained through the sale of these services in the EP0997808a3 
affected areas of the world or those of the other six nations constitute Money Laundering events as well
and this MUST be taken into account as something the EU is covering up at this time. The same is true 
in all other Nations impacted in the listing of the seven fraudulent filing jurisdictions. 
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The Analysis – Buy it or cease using it… Article 17(2) is 
very clear.
The EU has mechanically seized and become dependent on the use of US6370629 based software in 
virtually everything but never paid for the seizure and conversion of the property. Further, it has 
provided judicial immunity to US Software Vendors and its own Vendors for the illegal uses making 
the EU itself primarily responsible for settling this debt today. We await a conference to discuss the 
amount and payment plan for this debt. We propose this meeting take place in Minsk in a  secure but 
neutral location as well.  We have several non EU nations who have offered their secure Embassy 
Conference Rooms, or a public meeting place possibly would work. 
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